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NOW MOBILE INSTALLATION & DEMO 

1.Download and install the NOW MOBILE app from PLAYSTORE, 

2. Before touch your fingers on the NOW MOBILE, select your image and 2fa password through web 
login or at now.exe, this is a 1time process for new users. 

3. Finger on your NOW MOBILE app, click the TRADE button to multiple your wealth or click the 

MARKET DATA to know about the stock prices, it will take you to the LOGIN window, Feed the MEMBER 

ID: 90031 and USER ID: xxxxxxx-90031 to VALIDATE. 
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After Validation, Select IMAGE and enter the password, it will take you to enter the 2FA(Two factor 
authentication) password to enter into the main menu. 

                                   

   

Pic.1, Shows you the MAIN MENU to place orders, script prices of your investments, balances, etc.,                                      

                                                                               

                                                                                Pic.1                
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Select MARKET WATCH icon from the MENU to check the script prices                       

                                                     

                                                                                     Pic.2 

Select QUOTES from the MENU to check the best 5 bids, enter atleast 2 characters to select the scrip 

shows in Pic.3, Pic.4 shows the list of scripts to pick your script. In Pic.5, gives the market details about 
RELIANCE- Equity and Pic.6, Shows the market details of NIFTY futures. 

                        

                         Pic.3                                                                                                Pic.4 
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                                    Pic.5                                                                                        Pic.6 

Select PLACE ORDER from the MENU to invest your money or to book profit, Use The ACTION(BUY/SELL) 

to enter your order. Use the drop down option to select BUY/SELL, ORDER TYPE – Limit order/Market 
order/SL order, VALIDITY – Day/IOC(Immediate order cancellation)  and Product(Pic.7). 

Enter the transaction password to execute the order in the PASSWORD option. 
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Use the drop down option to select the Product MIS (Cash & Future - Intraday) / CNC (equity delivery) / 
NRML (Future & Option - Carryforward). 

                                            Pic.7 

Pic.8, Shows the order confirmation window to confirm your order by selecting the CONFIRM button. To 

modify the order, select the MODIFY option. Pic.9, Shows the order success status and gives the ORDER 

NUMBER, here you can view the order by selecting the VIEW ORDER and you can go for the new order 
also. 

                          

                                Pic.8                                                                                           Pic.9 
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Pic.10, Shows the order details 

   

                                    Pic.10 

Pic.11, Shows, How to place a SL order ?  Select the STOP LOSS(SL) order in the ORDER TYPE to 
minimize/stop your loss and to maintain the trailing SL in the front running stock.  

 

                                  Pic.11 
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Pic.12 Shows, For BUY position LIMIT PRICE should be greater than TRIGGER PRICE. Pic.13, Shows, For 
SELL position TRIGGER PRICE should be greater than LIMIT PRICE. 

                                 

                    Pic.12 – BUY ORDER                                                                     Pic.13 – SELL ORDER 

Pic.14 shows to confirm the order confirmation by clicking the CONFIRM button for buy position and 

Pic.15, Shows the ORDER SUCCESS status for buy position. 

                                       

                                 Pic.14                                                                                                  Pic.15 
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Pic.16, Shows the SL pending order of buy position and Pic.17, Shows the SL order details of buy 
position. 

                       

                                Pic.16                                                                                     Pic.17 

Select ORDER STATUS from the MENU to view the ORDER BOOK and TRADE BOOK. ORDER BOOK, 

Shows the pending orders and TRADE BOOK give the executed trades.                        
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To modify/cancel the order, go to ORDER BOOK and select the pending order. To MODIFY the order, 

click the EDIT ORDER button or select CANCEL ORDER to cancel the pending order. Pic.18, Shows the 

cancelled order status of RELIANCE. 

                       

 

 

                                Pic.18 
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You can check the COMPLETE and CANCELLED orders by selecting ALL drop down list. 

    

 

Select the POSITIONS from the MENU to check the NET POSITION, to check the TODAYS POSITION or 
NET POSITION use the drop down option. Refer Pic.19 & 20. 
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                                Pic.19                                                                                     Pic.20    
       

 

Select the BALANCES from the MENU to check your margin available & utilized.  
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Select the SETTINGS from the MENU to change the LOGIN & TRANSACTION password. 

 

 

Use the LOGOUT option to close the application, Pic.21 and select the back option to EXIT from the 
application, Pic.22. 

                        

                                  Pic.21      Pic.22 


